MPages 6.12 Upgrade Information Pack
Key Facts
•
•

•
•

MPages in ieMR will be upgraded on Wednesday, 18th March 2020. Changes introduced with the
upgrade are planned to be completed by 05:00.
Some users may receive an error message when using an MPage between 00:15–03:30 on
Wednesday, 18th March. Users should attempt to refresh the page or log out and log back in to the
ieMR should this occur and continue to use MPages as normal.
No other impacts to the ieMR operation are expected during the upgrade.
Contact the ieMR support team on 1999 if you require further information or assistance.

What are MPages?
MPages are functional, interactive pages within the ieMR which assimilate and consolidate patient
information, results, clinical documentation, orders and many other data elements into streamlined views to
support a wide range of clinical workflows without the need to navigate to different areas of the patient
chart.
A significant number of components of the ieMR are underpinned by the MPages framework, for example:
•

Summary MPages (e.g. Patient Summary, Community Health Patient Summary)

•

Workflow MPages (e.g. Doctor View, Obstetric View)

•

Doctor Patient List

•

Scheduling View

•

Clinical Pharmacist Worklist

What is being upgraded?
MPages will be upgraded to release 6.12 – a more recent version. The upgrade will introduce some
functional enhancements to the Workflow MPages (e.g. Doctor View, Obstetric View), bug fixes and visual
improvements which are described in this information pack. Scheduling View (also known as Ambulatory
Organiser) will also be upgraded to the latest available version, introducing a number of improvements and
new features. Information relating to enhancements being delivered with the Scheduling View upgrade are
outlined in a separate, dedicated information pack.
When is the upgrade occurring?
MPages and Scheduling View will be upgraded on the morning of Wednesday, 18th March 2020.
•
•

•

Changes introduced with the upgrade are planned to be completed by 05:00 on this date.
Some users may receive an error message when using an MPage between 00:15–03:30 on
Wednesday, 18th March. Users should attempt to refresh the page or log out and log back in should
this occur and continue to use MPages as normal. The Managing Deterioration MPage is not
expected to be impacted.
Apart from the chance of error messages appearing, no other impacts to the operation of the
ieMR are expected.
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Workflow MPages Enhancements
Workflow MPages, such as Doctor View and Obstetric View, are being upgraded with minor functional
enhancements and improvements to the ‘look and feel’. Some visual changes that you can expect include,
for example:
-

Updates to font size, colour and shading in tabular elements

-

Automatic adjustment of display based on screen size and resolution

-

Adjustments to location of action buttons to more closely reflect clinician workflow

-

Replacing some checkbox elements with buttons to facilitate more prominent display

This document outlines the functional changes specific to Workflow MPages and provides context and
education surrounding the changes.
Note – Workflow MPages that will see these changes include: Doctor View, Provider View, Surgeon View,
ED Doctor Workflow, Endocrinology View, Paediatric View, Cardiology View, Obstetrics View, Gynaecology
View and Obstetric View.
New Order Entry
The ‘look and feel’ of the New Order Entry component will be enhanced, along with improved usability:
-

-

The search function now automatically populates up to 60 results in a tabulated view with up to 3
columns (depending on the screen size), without the need to hit ‘Enter’.
Search results can be displayed over multiple pages, allowing for easy navigation along with
improved formatting of order sentences to assist with selecting orders.
Keyboard navigation of orders search results is introduced (pressing the up/down arrows on your
keyboard and pressing enter to select an order). To navigate to the search results from the search
field using the keyboard, hit the ‘Tab’ key three times to navigate past the search function buttons
and into the search results.
If the incorrect order is selected, simply click the same highlighted option again to deselect it and
remove it from your Orders for Signature.
Saving an order to favourites can be achieved with a single click on the star icon
located next to
each returned search result.
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Orders for Signature
The Orders for Signature component of Workflow MPages
which displays orders added from the New Order Entry
component and are pending signature is enhanced to
increase available space when reviewing orders, limiting the
need to scroll. Other new features include:
-

Options for both List View and Association View
will be present to allow flexibility in displaying a
patient’s problems and diagnoses next to the orders.
The last selected view will be retained for the user
until otherwise changed.

-

Orders will display in the sequence they were added
from the New Order Entry component under each
sub-category (e.g. Medications, Laboratory).

-

Each order will have a face-up Remove button to
easily remove unwanted orders.

-

The default printer for prescriptions will display at the
top right of the window if prescriptions are being
placed as part of the workflow.

Documents
The Documents component in Workflow MPages will now separate “In Progress” notes and “Completed”
notes. Users will now be able to open In Progress and Completed notes directly into Modify mode. To add
an addendum to a Completed note from the Workflow MPage:
1. Single click on the note you wish to edit
a. A detail pane will display on the right of screen
2. Select the Modify button to open the note into Modify mode
This will navigate you to the Modify mode in Documentation as it does currently

3. Add the addendum to the note and sign.
The same process can be applied to In Progress notes. Alternatively, for In Progress notes, authors or
contributors of the note can launch directly into Modify mode by clicking on the Subject hyperlink.
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Problems List
The Problems List component in Workflow MPages will see minor enhancements in functionality and
minor visual changes. The ‘No Chronic problems documented’ notification message can now be addressed
by clicking the Dismiss button. Users will also be able to document that they have reviewed and updated
the Problems List by clicking on the new Complete Reconciliation button.

When populated, the Problems List will have new groupings of Resolved Chronic Problems and All
previous This Visit problems. This will default as collapsed fields, however can be expanded.

In Workflow MPages where problems documented with a vocabulary type of ‘Alert’ are currently flagged
with red text and yellow shading, the Problems List component will display all Alerts and Problems
consisntely with black text and a standard grey or white background (refer to Alerts component below for
information on how Alerts will be distinguished from Problems).
Alerts
A new Alerts component will be added to a number of Workflow MPages to allow Alerts (documented via
the Alerts and Problems folder) to be easily distinguished from other Problems documented for a patient.
This component will only display Alerts documented specifically with the vocabulary type of ‘Alert’ along
with the last date on which the alert was updated.

For this upgrade, the new Alerts component will be added to:
•
•

Obstetric View – Antenatal, Labour/Birthing and Postnatal tabs
Doctor View (and variants thereof e.g. Gynaecology View) – Clinic tab only
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Alerts will continue to be displayed in the Problems List component along with other Problems that are
documented using the SNOMED-CT vocabulary.
Allergies
The Allergies component of workflow MPages will be updated to allow documenting new allergies and
modifying existing allergies within the Workflow MPage, rather than navigating to the classic Allergies
Profile.
Some changes you will notice with the new Allergies component include:
-

A Reverse Allergy Check button is now available to allow clinicians to manually check allergies
against existing orders.

-

An Add allergy search box is now available to search for substances and document allergies within
the Workflow MPage.

-

A No Known Medication Allergies button is available to allow clinicians to document that no
medication allergies exist for a patient. Other non-medication allergies (e.g. food, environmental)
can still be documented together with this allergy status.

-

Non-medication allergies will be displayed
in the banner bar seqeunced before ‘No
Known Medication Allergies’.

Note:
•

No Known Medication Allergies will only be available for clinicians with access to Workflow
MPages such as Doctor View and Obstetric View. This option is not currently available in the
Classic Allergies profile window.

•

Patients will still require a red armband if they have any type of allergy documented (e.g. Food,
Insect, etc) even if No Known Medication Allergies is also documented.

•

Updates to allergies within the Workflow MPage may not automatically update the Classic
Allergies window launched from the banner bar (if it had been previously loaded). In the Classic
Allergies window, navigate to Allergy → Refresh Profile from the menu to update the window
with the most up-to-date allergy information.
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Adding a new allergy
To document an allergy from the new Allergies
component:
1. Click into the Add allergy search box
i.

As you type, the smart search
functionality will suggest matching results

2. Type all, or part of, the substance you are
searching for
i.

Suggested options will display below the
search box

3. Single click on the appropriate substance
i.

An interactive detail pane will display on
the right of screen

4. Complete the appropriate fields for the Allergy
i.

If a Multum drug (a drug from the Multum
database) is selected, the Category field
will default to ‘Drug’

ii.

The Reactions field will now be
mandatory when documenting an allergy
(in any form of the Allergies field,
including outside of the Workflow
MPages)

iii.

Remember to follow your HHS specific
policies and practices surrounding
allergy documentation

5. Once all mandatory fields have been satisfied, click the Save button in the detail pane to finalise the
documentation.
Modifying existing allergies
This upgrade will make it possible to modify existing allergies within the Workflow Allergies component.
To modify an allergy:
1. Single click on the documented allergy
i.

The interactive detail pane will display on the right of screen

2. Single click the Modify button in the detail pane
3. Modify the appropriate fields for the Allergy
4. Click the Save button in the detail pane to finalise the documentation
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Reverse Allergy Checking
When new allergies are documented in the Workflow Allergies component, reverse allergy checking is
automatically triggered to identify any interactions with existing active orders. Reverse allergy checking can
also be triggered by clicking the
button next to the search field. The Workflow Allergies
component launches a window with a slightly different layout to the typical clinical decision support window,
however applying an override reason is still required:

Note: Allergy and Reaction Type may not be displayed face-up in this window and should be reviewed
from within the Allergies tab in the Table of Contents. This issue will be corrected with a future upgrade.
Home Medications
The Home Medications component of Workflow MPages will
offer a new View Details window, which will display all
reconciliation actions and statuses in a single view.
A new warning window will display if clinicians attempt to navigate
away without signing any/all pending actions when documenting
or modifying home medications:

Custom Links
A new Custom Links component will be added to Workflow MPages that are available for medical officers
(e.g. Doctor View). For the scope of this upgrade, this new component will house hyperlinks that align with
existing custom links available to users within the PowerChart and FirstNet toolbars, however may be
further enhanced in future.
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Free Text Fields – History of Present Illness, Physical Exam, Assessment and Management Plan
Dynamic Documentation components of the Workflow MPages such as History of Present Illness, Physical
Exam and Assessment and Management Plan will now have a Refresh icon available. Clicking on this
Refresh icon will allow you three choices:
-

Refresh Narrative Text
Refresh Chart Data
Refresh Both (Narrative Text and Chart Data)

Refreshing the Narrative text will result in any unsaved free-text being reverted to its most recent saved
state – please ensure you save any work you do not wish to clear before using this function. It will also
allow information to be “pulled” from one tab of a Workflow MPage to another. For example:
Using the Admit Tab within Doctor View, information is populated into a free text field and saved.

After navigating to the Manage Tab the refresh button is used to refresh Narrative Text.

The Manage Tab free text field will then populate with the information from the Admit Tab.

The second option of refreshing the Chart Data will allow Auto Text which rely on Smart Templates, such
as Allergies, Diagnoses or Vital Signs, to update with the most recent information in the patient chart. For
example:If an Auto Text (e.g. allergies) is used to populate the History of Present Illness component of
Doctor View;
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The free text field will populate with a list of the patient’s current documented allergies.

If a new Allergy is documented within the patient record, after the allergies Auto Text has been entered (in
this example, a new allergy to ciprofloxacin is documented);

The Refresh Chart Data function can be utilised to update the existing information in the Workflow MPage
component.

The third option of Both will refresh both the Narrative Text and the Chart Data. In all instances of this
refresh tool, be careful to Save your work before utilising it as any unsaved work will be reverted to its most
recent saved state.
Note:
When adding free text (i.e. narrative text) or an Auto Text containing a Smart Template with Chart Data
beneath an Auto Text also containing a Smart Template with Chart Data (e.g. Allergies, Diagnoses) and
using the ‘Refresh Chart Data’ or ‘Refresh Both’ options, information entered beneath the Smart
Template containing chart data may be inadvertently cleared. This issue will be corrected at a later
time.
In the interim:
Ensure you save entered information before navigating away or using the new refresh function
Enter and position free text (i.e. narrative text) above any Auto Text containing a Smart Template with
Chart Data within these free text fields on the Workflow MPages, where appropriate
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If an update of chart data is required, re-enter the Auto Text containing the Smart Template with the
required Chart Data rather than using the ‘Refresh Chart Data’ or ‘Refresh Both’ options to pull in the
most recent Chart Data
If a Smart Template with Chart Data is cleared inadvertently as a result of refreshing the component, reenter the Auto Text containing that Smart Template with Chart Data

Advanced Growth Chart
The Z-score will now be displayed face-up with the growth chart measurements within the Advanced
Growth Chart component of Workflow MPages. Please note – the Advanced Growth Chart component is
only available in Workflow MPages for paediatric patients which qualify for a growth chart. This change will
not affect the Advanced Growth Chart tab outside of Workflow MPages.

Responsive Worklist Enhancement
Doctor Patient List
A new feature of MPages 6.12 is the capability to enable ‘Responsive Worklists’ which improves the
usability of Worklist MPages such as the Doctor Patient List, including an ability for users to individually
customise how their worklist displays in addition to improvements to the overall ‘look and feel’.
With the MPages 6.12 Upgrade, the Doctor Patient List will be upgraded to be a ‘Responsive Worklist’, with
customisable columns and row height enabled to introduce flexibility and customisability to the display of
patient information. Doctor Patient List provides a multi-patient view with valuable patient information that
helps communication between medical officers during handover of care.

To customise your Doctor Patient List:
Click on the three lines in the top right of screen and select the Layout Configuration
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This flyout has two available tabs – Columns and Rows. In the Columns tab, you are able to deselect
columns to remove them from your view or rearrange the order in which they display on your Doctor Patient
List. To rearrange the order of the columns; drag and drop them to the desired position.

Within the Rows tab, you are able to modify the height of the Doctor Patient List rows. A row height of 1 will
display only the patient’s name, age and gender. The higher the row height setting, the more patient
information that will display on your Doctor Patient List.
Clicking Apply will save your settings and adjust your list. Settings will be retained until otherwise changed.

Row Height Display Settings:
1: Patient Name, Age and Sex
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2: Patient Name, Age, Sex and MRN
3: Patient Name, Age, Sex, MRN and FIN
4: Patient Name, Age, Sex, MRN, FIN and DOB
5: Patient Name, Age, Sex, MRN, FIN and DOB
Once the desired columns are displaying, you can adjust their width by hovering your cursor over the
dividing line in the title row, clicking, and dragging to expand/condense. This width will be saved as your
user setting.
Column widths and their display will
automatically resize and adjust if the
window is not completely maximised in
size and based on your screen resolution.

There will now be the ability to filter and/or search for a patient by name within your Doctor Patient List. To
do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click the Filter button in the top right of screen
Click into the Patient Search Field
Begin typing the Surname or First Name of your patient
The patients displayed will update as you type

MPages Deprecations (End of Support)
Improvements in the ieMR application involves a transition from the classic Summary MPages to focus on
Workflow and Worklist MPages. Consequently, there will be removal or end of support for some MPages or
Components. These may or may not be replaced as part of the upgrade. The below table summarises the
deprecations (end of support) of relevant MPages functionality currently available in the ieMR.
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Removed MPages or Components
Functionality

Replaced with (this upgrade)

Doctor Patient List

‘Responsive’ Doctor Patient List (new version)

Key benefits include:
-

Ability to adjust row height to display more or less patient
information face-up as desired

-

Dynamic resizing of column width and ability to save width as a
user-level setting

-

Ability to ‘pin’ columns, keeping columns in view when scrolling
horizontally

-

Column headers are kept in view when scrolling vertically

-

Ability to search for and filter for specific patients

Summary Diagnoses Component
This will be removed from the Community
Health Patient Summary and
Intraoperative Summary MPages.

Diagnosis is still viewable in the Alerts and Problems summary
component within Community Health Patient Summary MPage, under
the Client Summary tab.

Summary Discharge Readiness
Component (Nursing/Midwife)

This component will not be replaced as the workflow is sufficiently
captured in the Discharge tab of the Patient Summary MPage.
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